Geneeo VR
VR Headset.
TELEPORT YOURSELF INTO REALITY.
€ 89,99 SRP

Adjustable Focus

To adjust the focus,
no need to wear glasses

Protective Pouch

Allows a valid protection against
little crashes and scratches

120° Fov

Vision angle 120 degrees

AR ready

The cover ideal for the best
augmented reality experience

Action Button

Full interactive control

Screen Size

Screen size supported
4.7-6.2 inch

Product Information

OVERVIEW

The era of virtual reality for smartphones has just begun, and Geneeo VR
has decided to do it in style by offering one of the best viewers currently
on the market Unlike other emblazoned VR, it has the important characteristic of being UNIVERSAL and therefore compatible with all smartphones of
any brand and model with a 4.7 to 6.2 inch screen size.
We recommend using Smartphone models equipped with gyro for a totally immersive all-round experience. Thanks to the high-quality optics of the
Geneeo VR, the impressive experience it will give you is unprecedented,
able to intensively engage the viewer from a perception point of view, with
a 120-degree ﬁeld of vision compared to the 80 degrees of the most
common visors: in practice the difference between being catapulted into a
new reality or just looking through a screen.
Top-level audio headphones with 3D surround effects are integrated into
the structure, a feature not common in other viewers on the current
market, allowing you to take an enthralling visual and sound adventure simultaneously. Good news for those who have eye-site problems. Thanks
to an advanced optical adjustments system, with the Geneeo VR it is possible to adjust both focal and inter-pupillary distance, ensuring that
everyone can use it, without the need to wear glasses.
The lightness of the display and the ergonomic mask whose structure has
an adjustable padding is ideal for all types of face and ensures maximum
comfort. Completing this product is an indispensable Action Button that
allows total interactive control during your virtual adventure.
The rubber pads inside the box set can be inserted into the viewer’s
structure, and they serve as a guide for aligning the Smartphone, preventing its movement. The height can be freely adjusted by inserting more
rubber pads.

TECH SPECS
Material: premium soft touch ﬁnish, body TPU + lycra, head strap
Color: black
Screen size supported: 4.7-6.2 inch
Glass material: Japanese professional optical lens
Vision angle: max 120° (related to the size of phone and the head strap
tightness)
Short-sighted: 0-800°
Far-sighted: 0-500°
Pupil Distance Adjust: 58-68 mm
Earphone sensitivity: 98 Db
Frequency range: 20 – 20,000 Hz
3.5 mm earphone port
Multi-function button allows you to answer calls/play/ pause music and
volume control
Size: 215 x 195 x 120 mm
Weight: 410g

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
Geneeo VR. VR Headset.
Protective Pouch.
Rubber pads.
Microﬁber cloth.
Instruction manuals can be downloaded online.

MANUFACTURER INFORMATION
PART NUMBER
SKU: GEVRBLKRED
CATEGORY: ENTERTAINMENT

